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When intermediate mass stars reach the final stages of their evolution, they all experience thermal pulses.
After the star has experienced a number of these thermal pulses, it will start to heat up, become a planetary
nebula, and eventually evolve onto the cooling track to become a white dwarf. It is theorized that about
25% of all objects will experience one final (very) late thermal pulse (VLTP) when they are on the cooling
track. Despite this high percentage, this process is only very rarely observed. The discovery of Sakurai’s star
in 1996 provided the first opportunity in modern times to observe a very late thermal pulse. This object has
baffled the scientific community with its very fast evolution. To reproduce this evolution we have proposed
a new theoretical model which suppresses convective mixing under the influence of flash burning. A strong
prediction of this model is that the star will evolve back to a temperature of 80,000 K within the next 5 to
10 years. In my talk I will discuss the temperature evolution of the central star based on optical and radio
observations of the recent ejecta. This discussion will include unpublished data obtained in 2007. I will also
briefly discuss the radio evolution of V605 Aql, another VLTP object that shows remarkable similarities to
V4334 Sgr which was discovered in 1918.

